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INSTANT DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE Add To Shopping Cart "How To Establish Your Own Highly

Successful Affiliate Program That's Jam-Packed To The Brim With Loyal, Motivated, Profit-Pulling

Affiliates" You Can Get Tens Of Thousands Of Visitors That Want To Buy Your Product Without Spending

A Cent On Advertising, Just By Having Your Own Affiliate Army Promoting YOUR Products! Dear

Frustrated Business Owner, Have you been spending boatloads of money on PPC just trying in vain to

get a few extra sales? Or... buying ads in eZines or newsletters and just have not been getting the

buy-response you desired? Yes it's frustrating, you're in business to MAKE MONEY, not throw it out the

window! Whatever advertising you may have been 'throwing money into' before is going to prove

absolutely unnecessary now, and you'll learn exactly why right here, today! Chances are that you are sick

and tired of throwing hundreds or maybe even thousands of dollars into advertising and just never making

the profits you deserve. The majority of folks buying advertising online just don't know how to do it right

plus most aren't even making back the money that they were spending. It's time to change direction &

start making profit! What I have for you today is going to not only soothe the pain you've felt in your wallet

but it will also give you the awesome power to generate traffic and sales on demand. If you feel like

shouting "Yes!", then you are in for a real eye opening and business changing experience. But first, it's

important to realize that... Paid Advertising, The Commercial State Of The Internet And e-Commerce As

We Know It Right Now, Are Dramatically & Rapidly Changing Unless you're brand-new to selling on the

net, you have seen many changes in how people are doing business online compared to successful

methods used just a few years ago. The search engines have gone to the pay per click model and most

ways of getting traffic for free are either gone or have become extremely difficult to conquer. On the flip

side, if you have done any shopping online you may have seen things changing in your shopping

experience as well. Maybe you've seen less choices for a product than you used to see, for one thing.

You will learn how to harness the power of these changing times & gain the knowledge to help you profit!

You see, there have been tens of thousands of successful web businesses emerging annually for years

but now that most of the world is connected, the ability for loads of new people to come online and
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actually compete is becoming more and more difficult. The businesses coming online these days that

ARE wildly succeeding almost always have a huge advertising budget right out of the gate and this is

what it takes to succeed in many situations. It seems like the "little guy" doesn't have a chance if his

budget is small starting out. That is unless you 'work smarter' and... Utilize The Power Of Your Own Huge

Network Of Affiliates Bringing In Profits 24/7! If you're new to online marketing, you might be wondering

what a network of affiliates is... Let me tell you by explaining how you may have actually participated in

one without even knowing what it was called. Many companies allow people to promote their products

and if they make a sale, they give them a portion or percentage of the profits. This is what's called an

"Affiliate (or Reseller) Program". The people who do the promoting do so without being paid UNTIL they

actually generate a sale. After the merchant has been paid, they receive a check, a direct deposit, or a

PayPal payment for their portion of the sale. Merchants are happy to do this because they don't have any

advertising cost and they get traffic to their site. When a sale is generated, and only when a sale is

generated, do they ever pay anything to the affiliate. And believe it or not, some merchants have over

100,000 affiliates or more that actively promote their product and services for a portion of the profits. Can

you imagine having thousands of salespeople promoting your product without having to pay them a cent

until they make you money? About now, I can almost hear you asking me this: Can Someone Like Me

Really Recruit Loads Of Affiliates And Have My Own Affiliate Promotion Powerhouse? The Answer Is

Absolutely Yes, You CAN Do This... You Can Build Your Affiliate Database Fast And Easy With Our

Step-By-Step System Learn How To Keep Your Affiliates Productively Earning You Thousands! Have

Your Affiliates Help You Find Even More Affiliates! It's all in how you manage them and I show you every

step you need to take! You see, most big marketers try and make it sound like some kind of rocket

science when it comes to getting other people to promote your product or service when the truth is, it's

not rocket science at all. In fact, if you know the simple steps that it takes to uncover the hotbeds of highly

motivated affiliate on the net, it's darn right easy to do. Now, don't get that confused with doing nothing.

You definitely do have to put some effort into the mix but I can promise you that it's incredibly fun and

fulfilling. Generating Loads Cash Is A Lot Easier With A Sales Force Of Affiliates Doing The Most Of The

Work For You! Can you imagine how great it would feel to secure 20 new joint venture partners or

affiliates in a day? Would that be enough to put a smile on your face and get you motivated? I'm willing to

be that it would. Here's just some of what you're going to learn... Secret Hotbeds Of Affiliates & How To



Find Them - You're going to discover where loads of affiliates hang out so you can contact them and

create profitable partnerships with them! (This information is priceless) Easy As Pie Affiliate Program

Solutions- I know that you don't want to waste time trying to figure out all the complicated mumbo jumbo

about installing and customizing affiliate program software so I reveal to you solutions that are plug and

play and super easy to use! How To Create Lifetime Income - Your going to learn the secrets to creating

a business that not only creates short term profits so you can put cash in your pocket fast but also learn

how to create lifetime, automatic income through your affiliate program! Secret Google Tricks For Finding

Affiliates - It may shock you to to find out that you can find loads of super affiliates just by using some cool

tricks with Google How To Put The "Snow Ball" Effect Into Action - This secret will show you how to make

your business virtually grow on it's own with nearly no interaction from you. You have to see this to

believe it. The Vital Tools That Get Affiliates Motivated - You will learn how to create the tools that not

only get affiliates motivated to promote your products but also continue to promote them for many years

to come. Content Tactics For Huge Profits - You're going to learn this powerful system for getting your

affiliates to have huge months and drive tons of sales month after month. I'm sure that you see the power

in having your own huge network of affiliates working for you 24 hours a day. Are you ready to finally take

control of your financial success and the success of your online business? The amount of information in

this new course is so extensive, powerful and revealing that you are going to be totally pumped up to take

action! Everything is laid out in an extremely easy way so that even a total newbie can get up and running

in just a matter of just a few short hours after reading the course. You deserve to have all the success,

sales and customers that you could ever dream of. You may be thinking that this brand new course Your

Affiliate Force should cost an arm in a leg but I have some great news... As you probably know by now, I

always strive to provide extreme value in everything that I offer and this time is no different. While this

course could easily be structured as a $2000 weekend seminar, I'm not going to go that route. Instead, I

wanted it to be accessible to as many marketers as humanly possible. So, if you're decisive and you take

action today you are going to get the entire course for the incredibly low price of just $12.95. Now doesn't

that sound more than fair? WAIT! There's more: How would you like to also have the resell rights to the

"Your Affiliate Force" course? You'll be able to sell the "Your Affiliate Force" course to your customers

and keep 100 of the profits. Your resell rights come with a complete website salesletter, and professional

graphics for you to use to promote the "Your Affiliate Force" course with. You'll have your own product



that you can sell to YOUR customers and keep all the profits! There is no additional charge for the resell

rights. They are included today in your one time payment of just $12.95! Yes, for a very limited time you

can get the "Your Affiliate Force" course for the Low Introductory Price of just...$67.00 $12.95! Just click

on the order button below to gain instant access...
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